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A MULTI-PHASE VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

INTRODUCTION 

On unueually cold winter morning in l945, a navy crew 

walked down the dock of Kaiser's Swan Island Shipyard in 

Portland, Oregon, to take over the SS Schenectady, a new oil 

tanker hich the navy had purchased the day before. They 

were amazed to find that during the ni.;bt the ship had torn 
open amidships and lay with its forward and aft ends resting 

bottom of the river and a gap six feet wide in its 

main deck. Subsequent teste sbowed that th steel was of 

satisfactory quallt,'. The failure was finally laid to 

"welded-in strins.'1 An Improved welding sequence was pre- 

scribed arid such dramatic faiures were eliminated. However 

the problem of ho to determine the degree of strain in a 

seet of mtal, rapidly, nondestructirel, and in situ, 

still remains unsolved. X-ray reflection patterns give 

qualitative results but long exoosures are us ally necee- 

sary. Plastic models, viewed under polarized light give 

additional information though not of welded joints. 

It is well known that the permeability of fer-o- 

magnetic materials changes with stress, and it should 
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follow that in a streas .. d 8heet oÏ' steel the permeability 

will be a function of the magnitude and direction of the 

stres3. It is proposed to test the sect of steel by 

subjecting it to a rotating magnetic field. The variation 

of permeability, as the magnetic field rotates, can be 

easured in a number of ways and may serve to give the 

neede information regarding the niag.1tude and direction 

of the stress. 

To produce this rotatin magnetic field a source of 

variable frequency three-phase alternating current is 

needed. It was tia need which prompted the building of 

the signal generator which is the subject of this thesis. 

In addition to the application indicated above, the 

generator promises to he a useful laboratory tool, with 

many other applications, both in research and in teaching. 

3ome of thes other applIcations will he discussed later. 



FIgure 2. Tbree Phase Audio Oscillator 
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GENERAL METHOD 

Without going Into much detail, the general method. of 

obtaining the three-phase variable frequency voltage wiU 

now he deicr1bed. The various si;nif1carit corn . onent are 

showii in the block d1agra of F1ure 3. The method is 

basically that of the usual beat frequency signal genera- 

tor. There are two radio frequency oscillators. One of 

these Is tuned oerrnanently to a frequency of 175 ke and 

Is referred to as the fixed frequency oscillator. The 

other osi1iatcs at a frequency which can be varied. over 

the range from 175 to 225 ke by means of a variable 

condenser, In the usual beat frequency signal generator, 

these two signals are combined In a mixer to produce a 

complex wave containing four principal components. For 

example, if the variable frequency oscillator is tuned to 

produce a frequency of 200 ko, the output from the mixer 

will contain components having frequencies of 175 ko, 

200 ko, 375 ko, and 25 ko. The low oass filter is a pi 

network of inductances and condensers of such values that 

only the 25 ko wave is transmitted. 

In this three-phase generator, the signal from the 

fixed frequency oscillator is first split into three parts 

each of which goes to a separate abase-shifting network. 

These networks are adjusted to produce the three desired 

phase angles. From this point the three voltages are 
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treated as separate 1gna1s each being Led into an 

Independent mixer. In the8e mixers tey are combined with 
identleal variable frequency signais to produce the 
desired difference frequency as in the simple case. Hence 

the three signals have the same frequency but their phase 

relationship is deterìined by the adjustments of the phase- 
s.ifting circuits. Since these phase shifts take place in 

the fixed frequency signals, they are independent of and 

unaffected by the frequency of the variable frequency 
oscillator or by the difference frequency. 

The beat frequency type of signal generator has the 

advantage of being able to produce the whole range of 
audIo frequencies on one continuous control with a 

mininium of amplitude variation from one end of the scale 
to the other. 
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POWER SUPPLY 

The power sup1y for the oscillators, buffers, and 

mixer tubes consiste of a conventional full wave recti- 

fier followed by a two-section, choko-input filter. As 

shown in Figures 5 and 6, one voltage regulator tube is 

used to stabilize the voltage for the fixed-frequency 

oscIllator and its tiiro buffer stages, another for the 

variable frequency oscillator and its buffer, and a third 

for tho plates and screens of the mixer tubos. Thus 

frequency drifts in the oscillators due to changes in 

plate voltage are avoided by the use of voltage resu- 

lation,while the use of separate regulators prevents 

interaction and frequency synchronization bet'veen the 

tjscilltors. 

A te3t was run to determine the regulation of the 

power supply. Since the oscillator presents a constant 

load to its porer source, the principal concern was for 

the effect of line voltage variations on the output 

voltage. The line voltage was varied from 100 to 125 

volts by means of a variable auto-transformer. All but 

two or treo volts of the d-c output were bucked-out by 

rneans of a battery and the difference rerd on a O-5 volt- 

meter. The output voltage ias found to be 0.2 volts 

higher at 125 volts input than at 100 volts. 
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The power Bupily output wa sufficiently hum-free so 

that an oscilloscope adjusted for maximum ac'piification 

failed to show any trace of 60 cycles either in the direct 

ourrent supolied or in the radio frequency outout of the 

oscillators. 
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Oscillator (Top View) 

Oscillator (Bottom View) 

Figure 7 
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THE OSCILLATORS 

In the interest of frequency stability, two electron- 

coupled radio frequency oscillators are used as the 
elements of the beat frequency signal generator. These 

employ GSJ7 tubes with their suppressors connected to the 
plat;es. The screen voltage is obtained from the center of 

a 100,000 ohm voltage divider connected across th.e power 

supply. This arrangement was found by test to give their 
best frequency stability. The plate suooly is connected 

directly to the voltage regulator tube without filtering 

in order to minimize the effects of power line surges on 

the frequency of the oscillators. 

The coil and condrnser "tank circuit" employed for 

both oscillators was a comiercial 175 kc intermediate 

frequency transformer containing a center-tapped winding 

which was connected to the cathode and ground. The other 

coil was removed. 

Although the frequency stability of the two oscilla- 

tors is high, thus insuring a contant beat-f equency 

out:ut, an independent check was made on the latter. A 

C-2l-A frequency meter, battery operted, was tuned to 

the same frequency and polar oatterns observed on an 

oscliJoscope. Short devintions were observed but the polar 

circle was obtained for perhaps 90 per cent of the five 
minutes during which the test was made. The deviations 



did not apear to extend 

It would be interesting 

the output of the signal 

drift although drifts of 

to be of much concern in 

No tendency for the 
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far from the central frequency. 

to run an electric clock on 

generator to deteinine slow 

this type are hardly exoected 

future aplicatlons. 

two oscillators to lock into 

synchronism has been observed, by any means presently 

available, down to say 10 cycles per second. Lower 

frequencies are hard to detect since they are below 

the frequencies that can be heard by oar and are also 

too low for ordinary amplifiers. The latter prevents 
their detection on most oscilloscopes. It therefore 

suffices to say that the oscillators do not lock as 

far as usable frequencies are concerned. 

Ordinary self-excited oscillators were tried 

but showed a rather constant slow drift in that the 
beat note would rise and fall over a fairly wide range 

in five or ten seconds. It would often wander tbrough 

zero frequency. liad there been a tendency for these 
oscillators to lock, they would not have passed through 

zero beat but would have remained or at least tarried 

there. Since electron-coupled oscillators are in 

every way superior to the first type used, they were not 
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expected to show any greater tendcy to lock. Such 

oscillators were built and found atisftctory. 



VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

Figure 8. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 



TILE LIIXER$ 

The 6A7 tubes chosen for the tree mixer stages are 

characterized bj low capacitive coupling between the two 

signal grids, plus the desirable features of being self- 

sirilelding and having contacts brought out from the base. 

These features combine to give a high degree of circuit 

isolation. The three mixers have a common cathode 

resistor, by-pass condenser, and screen voltage supply. 

It might be well to amplify here the process taking 

-lace in these mixers. A GSA'? is a penta-grid tube, con- 

taming five grids in addition to the usual heater, 

cathode, and plate. Of these five, Gj and G3 are control 

or signal grids onto which are impressed the two fre- 

quencies. Grids G2 and G4 are screens to s1eld and G3 

from each other while permitting the electron stream to 

pass t rough. The suppressor grid G5 need not concern us 

here. 

The 175 ko signal is impressed on G3 which allows a 

variable fraction of the electron tream reaching it to 

Dass on to the plate. The variation in plate current is 

linear with respect to grid voltage. The largest fraction 

of the current flows on the positive peaks of the grid 

voltage. Notice here that the concept of a varying 

fraction of the electron stream is introduced. Suppose 

for purposes of explanation that on the positIve peaks 



75 per cent of the electron stream reaching the grid 

pnsses on to the 1ate, while on the negative peaks only 

25 per contj passes. 

Now which is next to the cathode, is very 

effective n varying the electron stren whIch leevos the 

cathode, It therefore varIes (also linearly) that frac- 

tion of the othodr current which finds its way Into the 

influe.rc of G. Let us assvne that G1 also varies the 

current leaving the cathode from 75 per ceit to 25 per 

cent on the posItxre and negative peeks respectively. 

Every one twenty-five thousandths of a second, to 

use the reviOusly asumod frequencies of 175 1c and 

200 ko, the t'o positive pesks coincide and 75 per cent 

of 75 ïer cent or 56.25 nior cent of the total cathod 

current reches the plate. On the naatIve eaks, which 

coincide once every one tenty-fIve thousandths of a second 

but one fifty thouandthe of a second later, 0fl17 25 :per 

c-exit of 25 per cent or 6.25 er cent of the total current 

reaches the plate. It is this action which produces the 

beat frequency or audio frequency component doirod.. 

Notice that the negatIve peak in the beat frequency occurs 

a half cycle later. !10 if the chase of one of the 

oscillators be shifted o th't the DoitIvo ks corne 

whore the negative peaks ',jere before, we rould have a 

positive peak in the audio instead of a negative peak. In 
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other !ords a shift of phase of 180 degrees in either 

oei1lator will shift the phase of the audio a like 

amount. 3tartng from this special case, it follows 

that shifting the phase of either oscllistor a given 

number of degrees will roduce a like phase shift in 

the audio output. 

A vIsual demonstration of the preceding processes is 

provld.nd by the osclllograrns of Figure 4. The two 

frequencies were 175 ko and 200 ko, a ratio cf '7 to C, 

or 14 to 3.6. Figure 4a shows the signai at G3 with the 

linear tIie sv'eep adjusted to 12.5 ko as in the ho10 

series. Nate that there ere 13 complete cycles shown 

In the nhotograph. The fourteenth Is lost in the back 

sweep arid does not show. Figure 4b shows the signal at 

when the variable frequency Is set at 200 ko (16 

waves). The signal on the plato of the mixer tube, 

before entering the filter, is shown ïn Figure 4c. The 

difference or hect frequency which is equal to 16 minus 

14 or 2 cycles per second is shown clearly in Figure 4d. 

In the actual signal generator the frequency is 25 ko as 

lt leaves the filter and entero the audio amplifier. 

Figure 4e Is a polar pattern obtained by connecting 

the horizontal plates of an oscilloscope to G. of crie 

mixer and the vertical plates to G3 of another mixer. 

The ellipse produced will have a ratio of minor to major 
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axis of 0.866 to 1.0 or 1.732 to 2 when the phase dif- 

ference is 60 degrees. 
A word of warning might be included here. It was 

found that at 175 ko none of the oscilloscopes used had 

identical amplifiers for the vertical and horizontal 

plates. This resulted in different phase shifts in the 
amplifiers themselves. The trace should have been a 

straight line when the horizontal arid vertical plates 
received the same signal. It was instead an ellipse with 
a ratio of major to minor axis indicating some 20 degrees 

shift. 

It should also be mentioned here that it 1 an impor- 

tant characteristic of mixer tubes that if two signals of 

considerably different magnitudes are injected, the 
amplitude of the difference frequency is governed by the 
voltage of te lesser signal. This feature is used to ad- 

vantage by keeping the fixed-frequency signal.smalier than 
the variable-frequency sigral. Naturally the amplitude of 

the fixed-frequency signal is a. conatant. The variable- 

frequency signal does faLl off about 15 per cent at the 

1gh frequency end, due to the lowered Q, of the osciLlator 

circuit. 11owever tt..s variation does not show in the audio 
output voltage when the fixed frequency amplitude is kept 
relatively low. 
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Because of the low plate voltage used on the mixer 

stages the bias voitag developed b9 the cathode resis- 

tor is only about 0.5 vc.t so that the signal voltage 

nist not be of much greater magnitudo if dietortion is 

to be avoided. 

If the lInear portions of the grid voltage-plate 

current curves of the mixer s.re used, Ie,if the fixed- 

frequency signal is kept at a low level and does not 

contain any harmonics when lt enters the mixer, the u ud10 

output will be free of harmorlcs unless tee are ger.erated 
in the mixer. To illustrate, let us asswne two frequencies 

of 1'75 ko and 176 kc. The second harmonIcs of those are 

respectIvely 5O ko and 352 l'o. There would be a dif- 

ference frequency of 2 ko which would pass the filter 

and aonear in the output. However 1f no 30 ko harmonic 
were present In the 175 kc signal, the difference tre- 

quency with the 352 ko harmonic wo'tld be 177 kc, which 

is too high to pass the filter. The same reasoning would 

apply to higher 1-IP .. rrnonics. SInce the 175 ko signal 

passes through two tuned circuits, its harmonIc content 

Is very low. By working only on the linear portIon of 

the mixer characteristic, no new second harmonic Is 

generated. Thus the output can be kept free of }ar-'onlcs 

regardless of the harmonic content of the variable-. 

frequency signal. 
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THE PHASE-SHIFTING NETWORKS 

The circuit of Figure 9a is used as a combined 

buffer-amplifier and phase_sifting network. One of 

these circuits is used between the fixed-frequency oscil- 

later and each of the mixer stages. Identical signals 

are applied to the grids of the three tubes. Their plate 

currents are identical. Depending on how the circuits are 

tuned, the current through the coil can he niad to lag, 

lead, or be in phase with the plate current. 

The maximum phase shift that can be produced has an 

angle whose tanent is the Q, of the circuit. This is of 

the order of 100, thus giving an angle of about 89 degrees 

for one circuit. The secondary may also be tuned to give 

the same phase shift thus producing a total shift of 

178 degrees. angle in between,of eith'r sign, is 

therefore available. 

Figure 9b is a reproduction of a curve in Terrnan3, 

pge 60, wnich shows the relaticnship between phase shift 

and frequency off resonance. In the present ease a fixed 

frequency is used and the tuning of the circuit is shifted 

from one side of resonance to the other. The ratio of 

current or voltage, at any setting, to its maximum at reso- 

nance is equal to the cosine of the phase angle. Thus wtn 

the cur ont has been reduced to 0.866 of its value at 

resonance, the phase shift is 30 degrees. SInce this is 
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for one circuIt only, an additional 30 degree ift will 

be produced in the secondary when this circuit is detuned 

to the same degree. The total voltage will be 0.866 times 

0.866 or 75 per cent of that of resonance. Had all of 

this phase shift been produced in one circuit, the signal 

would have been reduced to 50 per cent of that correspond- 
Ing to zero phase shift. 

A convenient tuned transformer for use In the circuit 

of Figure 9a was available In the conventional 175 ko 

intermediate frequency transformer such as used in super- 

heterodyne receivers. Three of these were employed. The 

first was tuned to produce an angle of 60 degrees leading, 
the second 60 degrees lagging, and the third a shift of 

130 degrees bj tuning both windings to resonance and re- 
versing the leads from the secondary. 

Once these three-phase angles were obtained, the 
volume controls in the grid circuits of the mixers were 

set to give equal signal voltages on the grids of the 

three mixers. 

The above described method of phase shifting was sug- 

gested by Hershburger1. It should be oInted out that 

relative phase displacements of other than 120 degrees 
can be produced as readily as the 120 degree dis3lacements 

Thich have been described. 
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For example a conventional twophaco voltage could 

be obtained. In this case one variable phase-shifter 

would be adjusted to 45 degrees leading, a second to 

45 degrees lagging, arid the conter phase disconnected. 



TEE BUFFTF8 

Between the osci lators and tthe mixers are arapli- 

fiers knom as buTers. Their function is, in general, 
to isolate the oscillators from their loads id to 

shield them troni any unwante'l vol tages in the output 

circuit. Since two oscillators hayo a strong tendenc to 

synebronize when their frequencies are nearly alike, which 

is exactly the case here, it is iniportant to keep the two 

signals which are cornbtned in the mixer tubes from getting 
back to the oscillators. One of the charactoristic of 

screen grid and pentodo tube3 Is thst large changes In 

plate voltage have hut saall effect on plate current or 

grid voltage. I'entodes were therefore used for the buffers 
so that a change in plate voltage (in t is case any signal 

appearing in the plate circuit, or any change of plate 

load iiwedances) would have little influence on the oscil- 

lator output and still less on its input. Now the plate 

circuit of t3ie electron coupled oscillator is inherently 

a buffer for the screen circuit, the latter being the actìl 

anode of the oscillator. The combined effect of the 

electron coupling in the oscillator, the buffer stages, 

arid the screening in the mixer stages resulted in a most 

satisfactory independence, not onL:; of the tuo osrillators, 

but also of the three phase-shifting circuits. 
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Th variable frequency oscillator is buffered from 

the mixer tubes by a 68K?. Th18 tube wa employed 

because of its variable ,S1 characteristIcs which make lt 

possible to use automatLe volume control should this be 

necessary. Had this control been applied to the oci1- 

lator it would have resulted in frequency sblfta. The 

plate of the GSK7 is supplie through an RC filter from 

the same voltage regulator as its oscillator. Since the 

cathode bias votage on this tube is ony about 0.5 volt, 

due to the low voltage sup»liod by the VR 75, the signal 

from the oscillator had to be cut down by a voltage 

divider circuit to about the same value in order to avoid 

distortion. 

A separate buffer tago between the fixed-frequency 

oscillator and mixer is used for each of the three 

channels comprising the three phase system in order to 

elimInate interaction between the phasesPilttlng net- 

works. The grids of these buffers are thus In psTllel; 

all receive the same signal from the oscillator. Their 

cathole and screen supplies are common but their plates 

are separately connected to their three respective chase- 

splitting networks. This arrangement simplifies the 

process of tuning the phase-splitting networks since they 

would react on each other if they had a conmion plate 

circuit. 



LOW PASS FILTTRS 

The 0.1 henry inductances and 250 ricro-riicro farad 

condensers connected in i typicci pl filter sectIon, as 

shown in Figure 8, have a cut-off frequency of 45 ko. 

Although a 175 ko conoonent Is ob rvable in the outpxt, 

this was not found to be of sufficient magnitude to be 

objectionable. Additional sections of the filter could 

be added if further reduction of this radIofrequency 

corn orient shotld he found necessary. 
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THE AUDIO AM2LIFIE8 

A single stage audio frequency nipiifter t used In 

each of the three ch n :;.o1 in order to increase the power 

output nd to isolate the high impedance nixer stage from 

ths outut load2. Ea& con$1st2 of . 6ST7 with correspond- 

Ing e1ement in parallel. The three ampUflers bave a 

common cathode i,e3lstor. Since the plate potential Is 

about OO volts, these aip1ifier are capable of 

diivering about 4 watts per phase. Output transformers 

having 8 ohm output wIndins are used with the primsrles 

connected in "Y", the B supply being the comion wire. 

They are mounted on a piece of soft iron pIpe which offers 

a conon fiux path. This was felt to be more compet and 

otherwise desirable than to separate them physIcally so 

far that their fields wold be independent. At baince 

there should be a constant flux In thIs corn ori path 

corresponding to the contant curent In the B su.oply 

lead. 

A high Impedance output is also provided. Tis is 

,rovidd by three terminals Isolated from the plate 

terminals of the three tubes by 0.1 mfd condrisers. Since 

the output windings of the transformers are 'sulnted from 

ground they provide the possibility of any connection 

desIred, such as star or delta, end of either direction 

of :hns ot$-Ir'n, 
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THE VACUUM TUBE VOLTMTT1 

A vacuum tube voltmeter consisting of a two stage 
amp1fier employing a 63W? and 6116 rectifier feeding an 

O-1 mii1i-ameter is incorporated on the chassis. The 

vacuum tube voltmeter can scarcely be considered as part 

of the oscillator since it is really a measuring device 

connected with the use of the oscillator as a bridge. 
A calibration curve obtained by comparison with a Gnora1 

Radio Type 1800A, vacuum tube vrltmeter at 60 cycles is 
hown in Figure 10. 



ROCFJRE FOR ADJUSTING THE 

PHASE-SIiI?flNG NFTWORKS 

An auxiliary connection shown In Figure lia is used 

In conjunction with an oscilloscope for tun1n the phase- 

shifting networks. Terminal No. i 1 connected to the 

plate pin of the nhase A mixer tube. The transformer 

leads feeding this mixer are uncrossed to produce zero 

phase shift. The transformer is then tunel to resonance, 

as indicated by maximum pattern on the oscilloscope, and 

te volume control set to give a good modulation pattern 

such as shown in Figure 4c. The variable frequency 

oscillator is then shorted out by grounding its variable 

condenser. Under these conditions the mixers become 

an)iifiers. 

Terminal No. 2 is then connected to the plate pin of 

the phase C mixr tube and its trnsformer and volume 

control adjusted until there is a 45 degree straight line 

on the oscilloscope. This Indicates that the voltages on 

the oscilloscope plates are in phase and of equal magni- 

tude. The volume controls on the oscilloscope amplifiers 

should first be set to give this fi.ure when the same 

signal is alied to both amplifiers. Wien the fi,ure is 

obtained, the phase C signal lags that of phase A by 60 

degrees and has the same magnitude. 
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Terminal No. 2 is next connected to mixer A, terminal 
No. i to mixer B, and the phase-shift controls of circuit 

A set to again cive a straight-line pattern. This 

i:rdicatos that phase B leads phase A b» 60 derees. 
The leads to the phase A transformer are now crossed 

for the 180 degree phase shift, thus giving the desired 

3hase relationships and direction of rotation, the latter 

being ABC. 

The effect of the sequence of operations outlined 

above ma» be understood by reference to the diagram of 

Figure lib. This la a vector representation of the 250 mmf 

condenser and 2150 ohm resistor of the No. 2 side of 

Figure lia in series with a 175 kc voltage across thorn. 

Under these conditions the voltage across the 2150 ohm 

resistor, iich is in phase with the current, leads the 

voltage across the circuit b 60 degrees ìnd is equal in 

magnItude to half of the voltage across the circuit. 
The No. 1 side of the circuIt consiste of two 2150 ohm 

re3lstors in series. The reactance of the 0.1 mfd blocking 

condenser is so low that the voltage and current are 

esent1a1y In phase and the voltage at the midpoint of 
the resistors half that across the who.e circuit. 

Since the circuit, No. 2, has the property of advan.c- 

ing the phase of the voltage aDp1ie[ to it by 60 degrees, 
it follows that when this voltage Is 60 degrees behind that 
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across No. i the two will ap)ear in phase on the oscil- 

ioscooe wren the connections are made as shown In the 

figure. 

It was found, when attempting to tune by the above 

method, that none of the oscilloscopes avnilable had 

identical amplifiers in their horizontal and vertical 

circuits and that, at 175 kc, there was an unequal phase 

shift which could not be ignored. At audio frequencies 

the difference In phase shift was negligible. The follow- 

Ing method therefore was employed. 

Three oscilloscopes were connected syumetricalìy to 

the three audio outputs. The vertical plates of the 
first oscilloscope were connected across phase A the 

horizontal across phase B. In a similar manner phases B 

and C were applied to the second oscilloscope, and C and 

A to the tird. 

Then, and only when, the proper phase relationship 

existed. did all three oscilloscopes show identical 

patterns as judgeJ by eye. 

it is however much easier and more accurate to 

identify in-phase, or straight-line patterns, than circles 
or ellIpses for which reason the flist method described is 

preferred. 
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PROCEJJRE FOT CALIBRATING FR!QUENCY SCALE 

The method of Lissajou's figure$ ias used to cali- 

bate the dial of the v3riable-frequency s.gna1 gerrtor 

in terms of the audio freq'iencj outout of any phase 

channel of the three-phase system. 

This was done by connectiriß a Hew1ett-Packard model 

201-B audio frequency osciIltor to one set of plates of 

an oscilloscope and the output of one channel of the three 

base gene' ator to the other set. The standard oscillator 

was aet to known frequencies and the variable condenser of 

tbe variable frequecy oscillator adjusted ta give a 

stationary circle or hue Cor each of t1so. Greter 

accuracy than that obtainable by this method is not justi- 

fled in view of the fct that the range from zero to 

40,000 cos is marked on a single dial. P.irtermore, the 

accuracy and stability of the three phase audio oscillator 

is inherently no greater than that of the oscillator used 

as a st;andard. 

A variation on this method could he usei, for cali- 

bratlon against a single standard frequency, such as that 

of 60 cele corircial power, or VWVts 440 cycle modula- 

tion. In this case murks would be made at multiples or 

submultiples of the standard according to the Li.ssaTou's 

figures obtained. 
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THE MIXflG OF TWO SIGNíW3 

Let: 

(i) e + L.t 

be the instantaneous voltage on the first r1d of the 
nixer tube fron the varahle frequency oscilator, and let: 
(2) + EF 4 ) 

be the instantanecus voltage on tne t1rd r1d the 
fixed freiuency oscillator after a phase sbl.ft 

and E, are fixed bias voltages. Terrnan3 page 450, 

gives the voltage output from a mixer tube as: 
(3) = s z 
WiWO S0 the "conversion transconductanco.0 This trans- 
conductance is proportional to the mutual conductance of 
the tube. Stookman2 considers it legititnate to assume 

that the mutual conductance of a mixer Is proportional to 
the voltage on the fi-st grid of the mixer. Now E is 

the voltage on .r1d three in Terinan's formula and Z is the 
out:ut impedance, which is high for low frequencies arid 

low for ali others because of the filtir. 
Substituting Equation (1) for 3 and Eqution (2) 

for E in Equation (3) we have: 

()Ç zKZ.E -. ±Efnt+ 
whore K is a constant dpe.nding on the conversion trans- 

conductance and the ratio of mutual conductance to E g1 



quation (4) can be exuandd to beeone; 

E ZE#EEr SLÏ' + 

+ sn u..vt + EE stn 4)] 

The first three terms are of no .ntorest as they do not 

pass the flltor. Fxpandin th 1at term again: 

+n(-') 
Here again the flrt terni does not pg the filter. The 

component of interest is then: 

t. .KZEV.ç 
If 4) is lven a different value for each of the three phase 

shifts, th voltages from the three mixers villi have 

equations: 

i.çsin(zTrzF +4) 
E0,Ksin(2..TrAFt +.) 

c sn (2..TfLt # 
Which equtlons are alike in evEryth ng hut phase. 



ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR PRODUCING VARIABLE 

FREQUENCY TIiRF-PHASE VOLTAGES 

A variable-frequency audio oscillator followed by 

phase-splitting circuits, which is perhaps the most 

obvious ap:roach to producing a ultiphase output voltage, 

would raise almost insuriountable oroble!ns of phase and 

amplitude adjustments as tho frequency is varied. The 

advantage of the system use in this thesis is that the 

phase relationships are determined at a fixed frequency. 

There is the possibility, however, of using a three- 

hase radio-frequency oscillator, at sorne fixed frequency, 

mixing these three phases with the signal from a single 

variable frequency oscillator. However, two advantages of 
the single-phase fixed-frequency oscillator, followed by 

phase-snifting circuits, make the latter system preferable. 
First, in a three-phase oscillator, the direction of phase 

rotation, le the phase sequence, is a matter of ci-iance. 

Means of determining the direction of rotation would 

have to be provided and, if the rotation is not in the 

dsired direction, the oscillator would have to be turned 
off and on until by chance the rotation is correct. 

Secondly, the combination of a radio-frequency oscillator 
and three mixing phases can be converted Into a source of 

two phase Dower, with a 90 degree angle between the phases, 
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by means of simple adjustments In the phase-shifting 

circuits. These reasons are sufficient to make the 

sirgle oscillator method preterable. 



F e 

Rack and Panel Rack and Panel 
(Side View) (Front View) 

Figure 12. Showing method of mounting oscillator and 

auxiliary equipment. From top to bottom the units are 

oscilloscooe, oscillator, and three 15 watt amplifiers. 

The power supplies are mounted on the back. 
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A THREE PHASE BRIDGE 

oss1blo uses for the oscillator described in this 

thesis fall into two classes. In one the device is used 

as a bridge for measuring complex loads; in the oter it 

is a source of multip}ìase or variable phase power. 

For the application as a bridge consider Figure 13a 

wnich shows the currents in each phase. These are 

designated by the vectors 
'A' 'B' 

and I; the current in 

the neutral by I. Kirohoff's Law states th at the vector 

sum of the currents from a junction must equal the vector 

sum of the currents to that junction. Thus: 

Vrhen the bridge is balanced 'N O, or 

1A'B O (1) 

Now 
'A EAYA; 'B = EBYB 

and EcYc 

The Y's are admittances. The admittance in 

Figuro 13b may be any complex load. However, for simpli- 

city let and Y0 be resistive loads so that 

" =*3 ) 
Vc. 

Equation (1) then becomes: 

EA\?E-# =- o (2) 
R 

The three phase voltages may be expressed in their complex 

form as: 



3) 

E. c 1(-- 
J 

Then, from equation (2) 

Bc. 
When the absolute magnitudes of the three phase voltages 

are equal: 
= - (..L + Yp G-J3 ff (..L L 

- - () 

Equating real and imaginary quati ties: 

' , 
y:.;' __L. (6) 

which were to be found. This result can also be seen 

from Figuro 13c. 

The above method must be altered to take care of 

loads with phase 

largely indu otivi 

large capacitive 

sign, cilanges in 

above. 

The circuit 

I3 

angles greater than 60 degres. For 

loads rhase C must be reversed and, for 

loads phase B, accompanied by the proper 

the expressions for GA and BA 

:nay be balanced b adjusting the two 

resistive loads until a vacuum tube voltmeter connected 
across a roitor In the neutral load reads zero. Sub- 

stituting these values In quation (6) will then give the 

admittance and susceptarice of the unknown load, liad the 

load been a series impedance, the derivation would have 

been equally simple. 
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The Instrument can be used in techin.g cIrcuIts to 

rnoth-rately advanced studnts as It nay be used to Illus- 

trato problems involvIng the fact thet every vector can be 

expressed as the vector sum of two other nonpral1el 

vector$. Students could be given the problem of measuring 

the naritude and angle of a ltage after it b&s been 

modified by an amplifier or complex network. 
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USE OF TH1 THREE-PHASE BRIDGE IN THE INVESTIGATION 

OF HETEROGENEOUS PERMEABILITY 

As stated in the introduction, the development of the 

three-phase signal generator was prompted by a desire for 

a device for producing rotating magnetic fields in sheets 

of ferromagnetic material, sueh as steel, in the hope 

that such fields could be made to yield information on 
strains existing In the steel. 

Figure 14 shows a symmetrical Iron ring, with three 
legs like a stool wound with three identical coils, one 

on each leg. One coil is connected. to each phase of the 
three-phase sigua? generator. If this coil asemb1y is 

placed on a sheet of ferromagnetic material havIng dif- 
feront permeabilities in the X and Y directions, there 

will be an unbalance in the system with a resultant cur- 

rent in the common lead. The bridge can be brought back 
Into balance with known resistances, by the method 

previously described, and the ratio of to 1/v , and 

the direction of maximum permeability determined in 
relation to the direction of the test coils. These 

quantities, when once determined emIr1ca1ly In the 

laboratory, for a given type of steel under known magni- 

tudes and directions of stress should yield like Informa- 

tion for similar steel unthr field conditions. 
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THE SIGNAL ENERATOR AS A SOURCE 

OP ¡11JLTI-?HASE POW'R 

The device without auxiliary equipment is suItable 

for use as a source of three-phase power, over a wide 

range of audio frequencies, up to its limit of two watts 

per phase. Additional power amplifiers would be necessary 

for higher power. Rotating fields can be produced by 

means of the proper transducers, such as coils for magnetic 

fields, high voltage electrodes for electrostatic fields, 

loudspeakers for air, and Rochelle salt crystals 1m- 

mersed In an Insulating liquid medium. 

A single variable phase may also be produced. Two 

possible aproaches are suggested. One method is to use 

a voltage divider across each of the three phases as shown 

In Figure 15a, so as to obtain any desired fractions of the 

corresponding voltages. The voltage in any single phase is 

produced by simple vector addition. Another method, 

requiring a little more equipment but offering greater con- 

venlence, employs a three coil goniometer, Figure 15b, with 

each of the three "fiol co1ls driven by one of the three 

175 kc circuits. The voltage developed in the rotatable 

pick-up coil is applied to a fourth mixer where it is 

combined with an independently generating voltage of 

variable frequency. Additional variable phases could be 
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uht*tnd b ptokp 

tt1 Out 'tJt O*1d t1-4 iy 
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